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Lesson Plan

Book Information
Run Time 7:09

Author  Kimberlee Gard

Illustrator Sandie Sonke

Narrator Cristie Cate

Publisher Familius

Ages 4–9

Genre Fiction

Text Structure Each letter is illustrated and accompanied 
with a sentence containing a noun and a 
verb, with the beginning sound of the letter.

Themes & Ideas Capitalization, beginning sounds, verbs, 
punctuation marks, nouns

Language & 
Literary Features

Many punctuation marks are used: . , “ “ … 
! ‘ ?

Sentence 
Complexity

All sentence types are used. 

Vocabulary nouns and verbs such as, burst, balloon, 
yelled, yo-yo, dashed, donut, ventured, 
valentine, followed, flower, etc. 

Special 
Vocabulary

alphabet, little letters, capital letters, verbs, 
nouns, punctuation marks, 

Illustrations The illustrations are simple, but compelling 
and each little letter is drawn in soft shades 
with charming expressions and postures.

Story Summary
When Little i gets to school his alphabet friends 
notice that he is missing his dot. The alphabet friends 
are genuinely trying to find things around them to 
replace his dot. The story introduces the reader to 
the letters of the alphabet as they take turns proudly 
showing Little i their replacements for his lost dot. 

Lesson Focus
Beginning Letters and Sounds

Activity Ideas
Sing
Sing the alphabet song.

Alphabet Book
Create an alphabet book.

Beginning Letters
Write out sentences and have children underline all 
of the beginning letters.

Additional activities can be found in the following 
pages of this document.

The Little i Who Lost His Dot
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Book Chat
NAME

What is The Little i Who Lost His Dot about?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Have you ever arrived somewhere and found that you have  
forgotten something? What did you do?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Have you ever lost something? What did you do?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

What letter does your first name start with?  
What letter does your last name start with?

_____________________________________________  _____________________________________________

How does Little i change in the story?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

When Little i gets to school his alphabet friends notice that he is 
missing his dot. The alphabet friends are genuinely trying to find 
things around them to replace his dot. The story introduces the 
reader to the letters of the alphabet as they take turns proudly 
showing Little i their replacements for his lost dot. 

Discuss the story and write your 
answers together.

The Little i Who Lost His Dot
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Vooks Pause & Ponder
Pause at the indicated time 

stamps and discuss the story

0:47

1:35

1:50

5:37

4:09

6:38

5:26

What do you notice about Little i?

Can you think of another word that starts with “wh”?

Can you name the letters on this page?

What do you notice about the little letters’ parents?

What are the picture clues that help you know the words questioned and quarter?

What does Little i look like in his shadow?

Which replacement for Little i’s dot would you choose?

After viewing the Book:

1. Sing the Alphabet Song.

2. Why do you think the letter names are  
all in colors?

3. What would you suggest that Little i replace  
his dot with?

4. What do you want to do when you get older?

The Little i Who Lost His Dot
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C
an you find all of the low

ercase letters in the coloring sheet? Find each 
letter and color them

 the correct color from
 the low

ercase letter chart.
H

int: Little i is m
issing his dot.

N
A

M
E

C
oloring Sheet

Letter 
C

hart 
a 

red

b 
orange

c 
yellow

d 
green

e 
blue

f 
purple

g 
pink

h 
black

i 
brow

n

j 
red

k 
orange

l 
yellow

m
 green

n 
blue

o 
purple

p 
pink

q 
black

r 
brow

n

s 
red

t 
orange

u 
yellow

v 
green

w
 

blue

x 
purple

y 
pink

z 
black
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NAMEDrawing and Writing

I would replace Little i’s dot with  _________________________________________________ . 

What do you think Little i could replace his lost dot with? 
Draw a picture of the item and finish the sentence below. 
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NAME

___pple ___ctopus ___at

___arn ___gg ___tar

___iraffe ___mbrella ___gloo 

___hale ___ite ___ouse

Beginning Letters

Write the lowercase first letter of each word on  
the lines provided.
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NAMENouns and Verbs

A noun is a person, place or thing (car, house, grandma, 
etc.). Verbs are action words, they describe what you do 
(jump, run, smile, etc.). Circle all of the nouns red and all 
of the verbs blue. 

zoomed

burst

zero

balloon

ventured

raced

followed

knew

valentine

ring

flower

kiwi

yelled dashed

yo-yo
donut

scared

made

questioned

handed

pointed

spider

marble

quarter

hankie

pretzel


